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1 Module Input and Ouptut
Table 2 shows the input message from the navigation system.

Table 2: Input Navigation Message

Name Type Length Description

RS double [] 3 Position vector of the spacecraft body-point
with respect to the inertial frame in inertial
frame components (NrB{N ) .

vS double [] 3 Velocity vector of the spacecraft point with re-
spect to the inertial frame in inertial frame com-
ponents (NvB{N ).

Table 3 shows the input message from Spice about the main celestial body.

Table 3: Input Spice Planet Message

Name Type Length Description

RP double [] 3 Position vector of the main celestial object with
respect to the inertial frame in inertial frame
components .

vP double [] 3 Velocity vector of the main celestial object with
respect to the inertial frame in inertial frame
components .

Table 4 shows the Attitude Reference output message of the module Velocity Point.
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Table 4: Output Attitude Reference Message

Name Type Length Description

σR{N double [] 3 MRP attitude set of the reference frame with
respect to the reference.

NωR{N double [] 3 Angular rate vector of the reference frame with
respect to the inertial expressed in inertial frame
components.

N 9ωR{N double [] 3 Angular acceleration vector of the reference
frame with respect to the inertial expressed in
inertial frame components.

2 Velocity Frame Definition
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the planet orbit frames, Hill H and Velocity V.

The Velocity reference frame takes the spacecraft’s orbital plane as the principal one and has origin
in the center of the spacecraft. It is defined by the right-handed set of axes V : tı̂n, ı̂v, ı̂hu, where

ı̂v is tangent to the orbit and parallel to the velocity.
ı̂h is defined normal to the orbital plane in the direction of the angular momentum.
ı̂n completes the right-handed triode.
Figure 1 illustrates the relation between the Hill orbit frame H and the Velocity orbit frame. V.

These two frames differ by a 3-axis rotation with the angle ´β. In terms of β, the DCM to map from
H to V is given by

rV Hs “ rM3p´βqs “

»

–

cosβ ´ sinβ 0
sinβ cosβ 0
0 0 1

fi

fl (1)
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In terms of the classical set of orbital elements, this DCM can also be expressed as

rV Hs “

»

—

—

—

—

–

1` e cos f
a

1` e2 ` 2e cos f
´

e sin f
a

1` e2 ` 2e cos f
0

e sin f
a

1` e2 ` 2e cos f

1` e cos f
a

1` e2 ` 2e cos f
0

0 0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(2)

3 Reference Frame Generation
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the inertial frame N : tn̂1, n̂2, n̂3u and the orbit frames Hill H : tı̂r, ı̂θ, ı̂hu and Velocity
V : tı̂n, ı̂v, ı̂hu .

In this module, the output reference frame R is to be aligned with the Velocity reference frame V.
Note that the presented technique does not require the planet-fixed frame to coincide with the inertial
frame N : tn̂1, n̂2, n̂3u. Figure 1 illustrates the general situation in which Rs is the position vector of
the spacecraft with respect to the inertial frame and Rp is the position vector of the celestial body with
respect to the inertial frame as well.

The relative position of the spacecraft with respect to the planet is obtained by simple subtraction:

r “ Rs ´Rp (3)

The same methodology is applied to compute the relative velocity vector:

v “ vs ´ vp (4)

Note that the position and velocity vectors of the spacecraft and the celestial body, RS , RP , vS and
vP are the only inputs that this module requires. Having r and v, the Velocity frame orientation is
completely defined:

ı̂v “
v

v
(5a)

ı̂h “
r ˆ v

rv
(5b)

ı̂n “ ı̂v ˆ ı̂h (5c)
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And the Direction Cosine Matrix to map from the reference frame to the inertial is obtained:

rRN s “

»

–

ı̂n
ı̂v
ı̂h

fi

fl (6)

The corresponding MRP attitude set is computed using the following function from the Rigid Body
Kinematics library of Reference 1:

rRN s “ C2MRPpσR{N q

4 Velocity Frame Rate Development

Next the Velocity frame rate 9β relative to the orbit frame is determined. Note the following identities
from (1) and (2):

tanβ “
e sin f

1` e cos f
(7)

cos2 β “
p1` e cos fq2

1` e2 ` 2e cos f
(8)

Taking the derivative of Eq. (7) yields

9β “
epe` cos fq

1` e2 ` 2e cos f
9f (9)

To find the relative angular acceleration :β, Eq. (9) is differentiated again.

:β “
epe` cos fq

1` e2 ` 2e cos f
:f `

epe2 ´ 1q sin f

p1` e2 ` 2e cos fq2
9f2 (10)

The true anomaly rate and acceleration are determined through the standard astrodynamics relations:

9f “
h

r2
(11)

:f “ ´2
v ¨ ı̂r
r

9f (12)

Following, let us evaluate the Velocity frame angular vectors. As both the V and H frame rotate about
the common ı̂h axis, note that

ωV {N “ ωV {H ` ωH{N “ p´
9β ` 9fqı̂h (13)

9ωV {N “ 9ωV {H ` 9ωH{N “ p´
:β ` :fqı̂h (14)

5 Angular Velocity Descriptions
Let R0 reference the Velocity orbit frame. Thus, ωR0{N and 9ωR0{N correspond to the expressions in
(13) and (14) respectively. The angular rate ωR{N and acceleration 9ωR{N of the output reference
frame R still need to be computed. Since the desired attitude is a fixed-pointing one, R does not move
relative to R0. Thus, the angular velocity of the reference frame happens to be:

ωR{N “ ωR{R0
` ωR0{N “ ωR0{N “

1` e cos f

1` e2 ` 2e cos f
9f ı̂h (15)
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where 9β and 9f have been substituted by their corresponding expressions.
Similarly, we find

9ωR{N “ 9ωR{R0
` 9ωR0{N “ 9ωR0{N “

ˆ

1` e cos f

1` e2 ` 2e cos f
:f ´

epe2 ´ 1q sin f

p1` e2 ` 2e cos fq2
9f2
˙

ı̂h (16)

where :β and :f have been substituted by their corresponding expressions.
Both ωR{N and 9ωR{N need to be expressed in the inertial frame N .

Given

RωR{N “

»

–

0
0

9f ´ 9β

fi

fl (17a)

R 9ωR{N “

»

–

0
0

:f ´ :β

fi

fl (17b)

Then,
NωR{N “ rNRs

RωR{N (18a)

N 9ωR{N “ rNRs
R 9ωR{N (18b)

Where rNRs “ rRN sT .
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